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15th Annual Smoke on the Water
For the kids,
2/1-2/2018 , at the Winter Haven Boy’s and Girl’s Club
Smoke on the Water at the Winter Haven Boys and Girls
Club has been happening almost as long as the Florida
BBQ Association. The proceeds of this contest go directly to the 3 Boys and Girls Clubs in the area. The Citrus Center Club services over 600 kids every week. The
community support is phenomenal. There were over 60
teams competing this year. The venue was a full house.

The teams elected to have their half of the 50/50 given to
the Boys & Girls Club. Win, Win. From meat inspections to the awards, everyone is a winner in Winter
Haven.
Here are a few photos to highlight the weekend.

Smoke on the Water for the kids of the Boys & Girls
Clubs in Winter Haven is a two day happening, depending upon when you arrive and set up. In addition to the
BBQ contest, there was a little beauty contest, dance exhibition and a kids area of air filled slides. It was very
busy Friday night and Saturday with several bands to

Waiting to Turn in, who will get to be last?

keep things jumping. Anyone who wanted to vend,
vended. And because there was such a large crowd, both
days, I believe everyone sold out of whatever they were
selling.
There was no shortage of volunteers from the Boys and
Girls club, helping set up, keep the trash under control
and clean up. So much activity was going on it was like
organized chaos. Many thanks to Curtis Reddick and
Shirley Arnold for pulling it all together.

Gary Washam & Frank Jones double checking turn in boxes
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February was a month full of BBQ contests
for Pros and backyard with contest every weekend.
They started in Winter Haven with Hot Wachulas
taking Grand and Backyard Bros took home Reserve in the Pro division. In Backyard, Wades
Smokehouse took home Grand and Lucky Dawgs
was Reserve. In Apopka Pig Chicka Cow Cow
took top honors and Budmeisters won Reserve in Pro. Smokin
Tomahawgs took home Grand in the Backyard division and 4
Smokin Queens won Reserve. In week 3 teams headed over to Davenport Pig Chicka Cow Cow won Grand and Going Yard finished
Reserve in Pro. In the Backyard division Smoke Meat Everyday
took home the top prize and Jurassic Bark finished Reserve. Week
four found the teams in Haines City where Pig Chicka Cow Cow
won their 3rd Grand in a row and Hot Wachulas finished Reserve
in the Pro Division while in Backyard Triple Cross BBQ & Steak
pocked up those first Grand and Smoke N Ash won Reserve.
The beginning of 2019 has been busy with a contest 7 out of 8
weeks. Now March is here and it’s time to catch your breath but not
for long. There is still plenty to do with 3 BBQ classes going this
month and don’t forget the 2019 State Championship will be held this
month down in Venice. If you have ever attended this event you already know that Don Fisher and his crew run a first class event. If
you haven’t ever been it’s a weekend full of bluegrass music, Plenty of
family events, hot air balloons and BBQ.
Our board is hard at work as usual reviewing policies and procedures. If you would like to be part of one of the working committees
we can always use your talents. Be sure to keep a watch on our Facebook page for updates and visit our website for a current list of sponsors.
So until next month surround yourself with good friends and great
BBQ.
Ben Purvis
After a long series of hospital stays, Steve Ross,
long time FBA member and the patriarch of The
Ross Team, passed away February 24th, 2019.
“Steve and I traveled many miles (Steve kept
track, 25,000) down the road to go judge a contest” BT
“The Ross Team even represented FBA at the
Jack one year. God Bless Steve and his family.”
RB
In addition to BBQ, he loved to read and we had many authors in
common. RIP Steve. CW
Please keep the Ross family in your thoughts and prayers.
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Friday night there was an SCA steak
competition. Whether they were set
up for the BBQ contest or came in for
ne could say that all
the afternoon there were nearly 50
teams firing up their grills to give
BBQ contests are alike. Show up,
cooking a steak their best shot. For
set up, BBQ, Awards and go home.
those who play it is a very fast and
And believe me this one has all
furious event with the winners anthose elements. But if ever there
nounced that same night. More dewas a contest that could be referred
tails on page 10. There was also a
to as the FBA Reunion, The Apopka
Chile ancillary as well as peoples
BBQ Showdown is it. If you miss
choice. Dana Hillis, Big Papa’s
the Apopka BBQ Showdown you
Country Kitchen 1st People
miss seeing friends who either are no longer cooking
Choice chili and Peoples Choice, pork. Pompano
and just came by to catch up with friends or are cooking
Beach Pit Kings took first place in judged chili.
with other teams or that only come to cook this contest
to see every- As you
one. Apopka can imagBBQ Showine, we
down is the
needed a
largest conbunch of
test FBA
judges
sanctions. It and all
Mark Bower
is also in the that conPompano
most beauti- firmed
Beach Pit
ful site with
were
Kings
most sites full there and
function,
we were
Is that Damon Wooley & Pop? You never know electric/water. able to seat the handful who just came to see if there
who you’ll run into at the Apopka BBQ event.
Many sites are might be a spot for them. The contest organizer prolake front.
vided all the help we could need for the massive turn-in
Most teams roll in on Thursday which gives a little ex- — 10 minute window for nearly 100 teams.
tra play time. Team Uncle Buck set up his mega party
Congratulations to Lee Thompson & Amanda Podlucky,
central, a week before the event. Meat inspections bePig Chicka Cow Cow who took the Grand Champion
gin Friday morning and Contest Rep, Lori Frazee, only
for a second year in a row and Thomas Henry, Budreps this contest and really gets a jump on the meat inmeister’s left with the Reserve Grand.
spections. I think she started around 8:00 am.
The drums beat fast in the BBQ world and although
Apopka is the FBA’s largest contest. This year there
there was the teeniest of whoopsies with regard to the
were 97 teams that came to play. In the past the
Back Yard finals, within a few phone calls all was
Apopka contest was in conjunction with a huge outdoor
straightened out, sorted and swapped. All in all the
festival and concert. When a hurricane hit and tore
contest itself ran very smoothly. The FBA looks forapart the amphitheater roof, it took almost two years
ward to working this contest next year. Thank you to
for repairs to be completed and the festival seemed to
John Hanson and Chuck Carnesale for their hard work
lose a little energy. This year there was a concert and a
putting on this rip roaring FBA BBQ reunion.
many of the concert goers made their way down to the
Please enjoy the photos taken before, during and after
contest site.
The Apopka BBQ Showdown. Continued Page 5-6
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A little golf practice before the cooks Meeting
CBJs Jerry & Barbara Diebel Cooking with Big Papa’s
Country Kitchen for their Master Judge requirement.

Table Captain, Pam Hanson-Phillips
takes her tray of entries to be judged.
Smokin Jarhead BBQ
Meat Inspection

Robert Ciesinski receives his pin for 50
contests judged

Smokin’ ain’t EZ checking out the score sheets
Faithy & Chip, Show Me Yur Butts, yuckin’ it up.
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Tom Snow, Parrothead Porkers take 1st place
Ribs BY

4 Smokin’ Queens when they find out they took 1st place Brisket and son/nephew Blake Wood, Smoke N’ Ash took 2nd BY

4 Smokin’ Queens, over all Reserve Grand BY … Smokin Tomahawgs over all Grand Champion Back Yard

How we act when our friends visit us at a BBQ contest

Fun times at the end of the contest.
See anyone you haven’t seen in a while?
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Grills Gone Wild
February 15-16, 2019 • Davenport, FL
By Gary Washam, Lead Contest Representative
Is there ever a guaranteed
win at BBQ competitions?

and Samantha
That is about what happened this year at Grills Gone
Summerlin,
Wild in Davenport, the second year for this contest run Cooters n
by the City of Davenport, Parks & Recreation departSmoke. You
ment. Last year, the contest had twenty-two PRO
should have seen
teams and two Backyard teams competing. That made the hooting and
for some very interesting awards in the Backyard divihollering. What a
sion. This year, the contest ended up with 11 PRO
thrill to see such
teams and 10 Backyard teams, virtually guaranteeing
wonderful people
everyone some good TOTY points and an excellent shot get that perfect
at awards trophies and money.
200. Hugs all
around.
With the unusual split between PRO and BY teams, it
also made for an interesting judge table setup. OrigiThe Backyard contest also had some extra excitement
nally expecting more PRO teams, the plan was for four with Smoke Meat Every Day and Jurassic Bark
PRO tables and two BY tables. However, due to judge
swapping positions back and forth for almost every
cancelations and the considerably different team split, meat category.
it was not possible to configure two BY tables after the Smoke Meat
four PRO tables were set. And 10 boxes of BBQ times 4 Every Day
meat categories is way too much meat for only 6 BY
went home
judges on one table. So, the judges were configured
with the
into five tables and everyone ended up judging both
Grand ChamPRO and BY BBQ entries for this contest.
pion award
(helped along
In the end, it turned out
by Davy
quite well for all, especially
Crockett, Jr)
two teams, one who scored
while Jurasa perfect 200 in chicken
sic Bark took
and the other scoring a
home the Reperfect 200 in brisket.
serve Grand title.
The week before Davenport, Pig-Chicka-CowIn the PRO division the final scores were exceptionally
Cow just missed scoring a high, over 780 points overall for the Grand and Reserve
perfect 200 in chicken
winners. Pig Chick Cow Cow made it a back-to-back
with a score slightly over
overall win, taking home the Grand Champion while up
199. This week they were and coming (faster than you can blink) Going Yard
not to be denied – racking (Chris Warren) took home the Reserve Grand. It is only
up a perfect 200 in that
a matter of time before Chris notches his first Grand
same category. Obviously Champion if he stays on his current trajectory.
Lee and Amanda have that
Once again the City of Davenport hosted a very well orchicken profile down cold now, so expect them to be the
ganized and friendly contest along with the car show
team to beat in chicken.
and live music. They are already planning bigger and
The second perfect score went to a team that has a
better things for next year’s event.
strong local presence in Davenport, Daniel Tomlinson
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Chris Warren, Going Yard Reserve Grand Champion
Professional Division

Chris Yarbrough, Smoke Meat Every Day,
Back Yard Division Grand Champion

Parking ain’t EZ
Ronald Baker & Cristi Allman, Jurrasic Bark,
BY Reserve Grand Champion

Mike King,
Triple Cross
BBQ & Steak,
1st in BY pork
and 2nd BY
Ribs for 3rd
over all BY
Bryan and Bob Mrozcka watching Rub attempting to park
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Every few years I feel like I need to let everyone know to be
careful in their travels and give a list of things to make sure
we do to stay as safe as we can. The trailers keep getting bigger, the loads get heavier, the cookers get bigger and we all
need to take a good look at safety features.

and you lose the original. I also recommend you get one of
the cool little ramp tools that allow you to drive one trailer
tire on it and raise the flat tire in the air. This is easier than
trying to jack up the trailer on the side of the interstate. Always carry a spare. Make sure it has air in it. Always carry a
small air pump of some kind in case you need air. Have
some reflectors to put out and try to get as far off the road as
you can

Tires and axle bearings are probably the biggest problems on
trailers. When you go shopping for a trailer look for axles
way bigger than your load. We
had a 28 foot trailer when we
Make sure your trailer break controlLet’s Be Careful Out There! ler in your truck functions properly
started that had 5000 pound axles
and Towmaster tires. We blew a
and is properly adjusted. Always do
By: Dana “Big Papa” Hillis
tire almost every weekend and
a light check inspection and make
Big Papa’s Country Kitchen
finally figured out we needed
sure brake lights and turn signals and
bigger axles and better tires. We
running lights work. Make sure you
upgraded axles to 7000 pound and found a 14 ply sidewall
leave safe distances between you and other traffic. When it’s
tire that has served us well. Every trailer we have now has
wet and the roads are slick be even more careful. And Lord
big axles and Sailun 14 ply heavy duty tires and knock on
please don’t text and play with your phone while driving eswood we have had no tire failures.
pecially pulling a trailer.
We bought a Dewalt battery operated grease gun and properly
grease our bearings every long trip and every other short trip.
Please get yourself educated on how to properly grease and
maintain axle bearings. Inspect before every road trip and
look for seal leaks. Jack the trailer up and check that there is
no play in the bearings or wheel. Do not over grease where
you blow grease out the seals.
Make sure your trailer brakes are in proper working order.
Make sure your emergency brake cable is not frayed and
properly releases to activate the trailer brakes. Cross your
safety chains so if the trailer pops off, the trailer gets caught
in the chains and if your emergency brake engages the trailer
will brake itself and you will stop quicker and hopefully the
damage is minimal. Make sure you keep a pin in the hitch
assembly. Make sure the hitch assembly is in good working
condition and you have the right sized ball in place. A 2 inch
ball with a 2 and 5/16th hitch is an accident waiting to happen.

Properly secure your cookers and whatever else you may be
hauling. Make sure propane tanks, coolers, gas cans and anything else are properly latched. I have seen propane tanks
bounce off of a trailer and watched a car run over a gas can
that slid off a trailer. I have had a friend lose a Honda 4
wheeler off a trailer and bounce down the interstate. Thank
god it was a Honda ‘cause it still started! If you get a new
bigger trailer go practice turning and braking and backing
because even experienced drivers need practice. If you run
into your pump house in your backyard, stop and hang up the
phone before you go any farther!
Make yourself a safety checklist and religiously go thru it
before you leave. Also make sure and unplug your power
from your trailer before you pull out. Dragging a power cord
a few hundred miles up the road makes it very hard to plug in
when you reach your destination!

We were driving our freightliner down I-4 and had the trailer
bounce off the hitch. The trailer brakes engaged and the
trailer got caught by the chains. Our jack hit the ground and
was damaged but we were still able to jack the trailer up and
get it back on the hitch. The break plug was usable and we
were able to get back on the road. We determined the pin to
lock the hitch was missing and caused the rough road to
bounce the hitch loose.

It was an awesome time at the Apopka contest with nearly
100 teams competing and steak contests and chili contests
and people’s choice and BBQ. The Flying Pig Duckers got
calls, the Four Smokin’ Queens did well and so did some
Parrott Head Porkers. The usual Pro teams made their way
to the stage and even Budmeisters knocked off the rust with a
good finish. Thanks Chuck Carnesale, John Hanson and the
whole Apopka crew for their awesome hospitality. I also got
to hang out with Wendy and Benny and my favorite saucy
wench took us out to eat. Love ya Tricia!

I recommend you get a spare plug in case the break engages

See everyone at a contest soon!
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RIBS ON THE RIDGE
Haines City, FL February 22-23, 2019
We’ve been so lucky this February to have lovely weather at each
contest held. And the same was true
for Haines City. It is always a pleasure to play in Haines City, because the
venue is so nice. The community park
is clean with nice paved paths and lots
of nooks and crannies to place the
teams and their rigs. It is certainly
convenient for the judges what with a
nice air conditioned building with
clean and convenient restrooms.
The contest representatives
were provided maps and when we did
our meat inspections there were very
few team space assignments that
needed to be adjusted on the map.
Meat inspections began around 10:00
am and there was only one needing to
be done at the end of the cooks meeting.
Along with Lead Rep, Sheilah, Frank and Gary,
we had two new potential FBA contest reps, Kitty &
Chuck Dolan who shadowed us this weekend. We hope
they had a good time and will continue the program and
become contest representatives.

sure we had a golf cart for meat inspections and whatever else might
come up.
Friday night there was a
dessert ancillary contest and the
winner was Samantha Summerlin.
It was a two-fer for Samantha because she also won the dessert contest in Davenport. And there was
also a competition between teams
for who brought the most Chef
Boyardee dinners for Kids Pak.
Polk county has a very active program to send meals home with kids
in the county that might go without
food for the weekend. Rub Bagby
was the winner there.
All went as planned for most
teams. That ten minute window is tight. How does one
put a box together and watch the clock at the same time.
Several teams want to be the last to turn in and hang
around outside the turn in tables sharing their best
Swino’s BBQ,
Turn- in dance

There were 32 pro teams and 16 Back Yard teams
who came out to play. Kudos to Lindsaia Johansmeyer
the contest organizer and the many volunteers for their
Tim Maloy, Back Yard Bros
always the cut up.

hard work keeping the teams and their spots easy to
find, keeping the judges room free of debris and making

work and giving a final swipe at any unwanted sauce
that might be lurking somewhere unwanted or doing a
little dance. But this week, one team was the very last
and betrayed by his lucky flip flops, had to walk away
barefoot with his turn-in box still in his hands. We hate
it when that happens. However, take comfort in the
knowledge that he was not the first nor will he be the
last.
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Continued page 11

Let’s move on to the awards ceremony. Although all the
scores are posted on the FBA website for the sake of expediency only the finals in Pro and Back Yard will be
featured here.

Going Yard, 1st place chicken
for a 4th over all

Hot Wachulas, 1st place ribs to
win the RGC

Congratulations to Back Yard teams, Swine Dynasty for 1st in Chicken and Ribs. Triple Cross BBQ
& Steak took 1st in Pork and Brisket. Interestingly,
Smok N Ash with a consistent 3rd spot walked away
with the Reserve Grand while Triple Cross BBQ &
Steak won the Grand Champion Back yard division.

As for the professional division, Going Yard
took first in Chicken, Back Yard Bros 1st in Ribs, Pig
Chick-a-Cow-Cow 1st in Pork and Hot Wachulas 1st
in Brisket. Hot Wachulas was the Reserve Grand
Champion. Haines City Ribs on the Ridge is a threepeat for Pig Chick-a-Cow-Cow as they took the Grand
Champion for the third contest in a row, and counting.
Enjoy the photos taken before, during and after the
competition. And hopefully you’ll all do it again next
time on March 29th at the Suncoast BBQ and Bluegrass
Bash in Venice, FL

Smokin’ Ain’t EZ won the judges 50/50 and
donated it back to the Kids Pak campaign
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More photos page 12

No Name BBQ and Chip, SMYB, waiting for awards

Sons of Hamarchy, 2nd place brisket
This is what friends are for… Gotta love’em

Rough Weekend, Zzzzzzzzzz… If you can’t fall
asleep in front of your friends, who can you fall
asleep in front of?

Sheilah Jones and Mark Milanovitch
FBA’s newest Master Judge

The days of levitating are over…
New flippity floppers on order
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The Party’s over...packing up

I am coming off of cloud nine after spending a great teams put into the competition. Just taking a look inside the
two and half days in Apalachicola, FL. I am now an FBA
elaborate BBQ trailers had me awe struck. Each of them were
Certified BBQ Judge and for me, this has been the highlight outfitted like a house with top of the line smokers and coolof 2019. I can sum it up with one word “Fantastic!” I have
ers. I have to say I have never seen anything like it. I could
been talking about my experience to everyone that I know
not look at judging meat the same way because each team did
and believe me, I have
not just cook their meat
clearly promoted FBA
but put their hearts and
as an amazing group!
souls into it.
“I am here for the BBQ”
It all started with my
After my first
trip to Apalachicola!
By Regina Campbell, Certified BBQ Judge
official duty I had the
As I made my
chance to attend the
trek from Orange Park,
Competition team meetFl (a 4 hour drive) for the judge seminar, I had no idea what ing, where they go over all the rules and shout outs to people
to expect but I was looking forward to everything and anythat helped out Apalachicola Bay in the past year. I got the
thing. I walked into the room and see a woman (Lorne
feeling at that point “It was on and poppin!” Everyone was
Brumm) showing the class a strange looking two sided plush ready to get it started! And I finally got to meet face to face
animal ( pig on one side and cow on the other) I thought to
with Connie Washam! My new “BBQ BFF”. Who could not
myself “oh this is going to be fun! “and wished I had worn
love a woman with white and purple hair?
my pig hat. But that may be too much for people that don’t
The night was not over for me, I was asked if I would
know my sense of humor and love of pork.
like to judge in an “Ancillary” category…the sauces! I was a
Our instructor, FBA Master Judge, Steve Brumm,
little nervous but said “yes”. I had no idea what I was in for…
introduced himself and all other FBA members and prothere were only 8 of us. Together we judged about 30 BBQ
ceeded to teach one of the best BBQ seminars! The course
sauces. Both chicken and pork… Hot, Sweet and Mustard…
was clear and followed everything in the judges manual along After that judging round I don’t think I want to ever see BBQ
with pictures that broke down the pig, the cow and chicken. I sauce or any sauce without meat again in my life!
had no clue all of these areas belonged to my beloved meats!
The highlight of my weekend was on Saturday! ComWe even got a chance to view the right and wrong presentapetition day! I stayed around only wanting to help out, but
tion so we could sharpen our judging “eye”. I know I had the
actually got the chance to judge! WOO-HOO!! The judging
manual, but I took lots of notes! Also our class setting was
room was packed with about 30 judges and 5 table captains.
comfortable and informal where we could freely ask quesWe were given our scorecards. Our names were on them. Go
tions. Each new judge was given a lanyard (badge to be sent
Regina! Meat was turned in (1st chicken, 2nd Ribs, 3rd Pork
soon) and an official FBA pin. After the “academics” were
and 4th Brisket). There were seasoned judges at my table and
done it was time to experience what is was like to be a
I paid attention to tips and only did a bite because a lot of
judge… We were broken up into teams of 5 and placed with
meat was coming my way. Judging is serious business and I
a table captain. Guess who we had as our team captain? None
did not want to mess up. A t the same time this was so excitother that Steve Carrington! The JOTY for three straight
ing! I was trying to take everything in and at the same not
years! Steve is a “Rockstar”. Steve guided each of us
look like a tourist on vacation in a foreign country.
through how we needed to handle the scoring for presentaI could go on and
tion, tenderness and finally “taste”. We were given so many
valuable tips. One tip I did not follow was you should not eat on… Hands down I had
the best experience as a
all the meat just a bite of each. I had not eaten that day so I
new judge! The FBA is
was starving and gobbled everything. DON’T do this
one big happy family and
After we were done with class I was not ready for
they welcomed me with
things to be over. I hung around and had the chance to minopen arms! The competigle and meet more FBA members. I wanted to learn more
tion teams were so
about the BBQ competition and asked if could I tag along
friendly and truly have a
with her the next day while she did meat inspections for the
passion about what they
competing teams. I became her official “meat inspection asdo. My question is:
sistant”. Yay! I could not wait until the next morning!
Where have you BBQ
Early Friday morning Lorne and I visited every
people been all my life??
team. I was told the competition teams love Lorne and I see
why… After tagging along with her I got the chance to see
firsthand how she treats everyone as if they are a family
member. All I can say is “Wow” this education changed everything for me. I was able to see how much effort each of the
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FBA JUDGES , FRIENDS AND TEAMS ON THE GO
By: T. Michael Garrison, CBMJ
A few of us had a unique opportunity to participate
This was a who’s who in BBQ and the competition
in a very special BBQ contest in Little Rock, Arkansas.
was extremely tough. Unfortunately the weather was very
KCBS decided they needed a Championship contest each
demanding and for those of us with Florida thin blood it was
year and this was their first. All teams were by invitation and very difficult. Several East coast teams were unable to make
all judges were by invitation. The
the trip due to the heavy snows
requirements were very strict and
in the mountain ranges. Howeach team had to have won at least
ever just under one hundred
one Grand or one Reserve Chamteams did show up after numerpionship. They also had to have
ous last minute cancellations.
accumulated a minimum number
Teams from 31 states were here
of points to be able to receive an
plus three teams from Canada.
invitation. Since this is an internaFortunately we judged inside a
tional organization these invitabuilding but I really admired
tions were sent around the world.
the teams who were exposed to
Only a few Florida teams received
this miserable weather all
an invitation for this very prestigweekend. Friday night included
ious event. More than 750 judges
a KCBS Steak contest and our
applied to judge and the requiregood friend Wink captured
ments here were also very strict.
sixth place with his tasty steak
Each judge was required to have
entry. There were also a sauce,
L-R, T. Michael Garrison, Kent Harris, Matt Barber,
judged a certain number of cona dessert, and a Cabo Wabo
Hot Wachula’s; Wink Yelverton, Wink’s BBQ;
tests in the past year. Thus there
drink contest but our folks did
Jodi Harris and Kenny Nadeau, Uncle Kenny’s
were not very many judges who
not participate in these. Saturmet these very strict requirements. Three Florida teams
day included the four standard competition meats and our
qualified for this event, Hot Wachula, Winks, and Uncle
folks performance was respectable, considering the level of
Kenny’s BBQ. All three of them were there, braving temcompetition. Uncle Kenny’s BBQ captured 10th in Chicken
perature in the low 20’s, combined with a very irritating
while Hot Wachula’s brought home 23rd. Hot Wachula
wind. Three judges also were able to contribute to this conearned 37th with his Ribs and 24th with his Brisket. This was
test and they included myself, Kent and Jodi Harris. We all
truly a unique experience and even though the weather was
miserable, I am glad I was able to contribute to this very sucposed for a Florida participation photo.
cessful event.

On the SCA Front...
2/2/2019 at the Super Steak Cookoff & Charity
Dinner in St Johns, FL, Dana Coleman took 1st
place and earned a Golden Ticket to the 2019 SCA
World Championship.

2/9/2019 The SCA Steak competition held at the
Apopka BBQ Blast, held in Apopka, FL, Gene
Skillin took 1st place for the Golden Ticket.

Other FBA members who placed in the top 10:

2nd, Joshua Gimeson; 4th, Dana Hillis; 5th,
Dana Coleman; 8th; Amy Dopp; 9th, Carmen
Gimeson; 10th, Alan Pomerleau

4th place, Carmen Gimeson; 5th Place Lauren
Ragland;
Ancillary, Anything Tailgate: Carmen Gimeson
came in 5th place

The following FBA members placed in the top ten.

Ancillary, Chicken Wings: 2nd and 3rd, Tona Pendray; 4th, Amy Dopp; 6th, Brian Coleman; 9th,
Chris Gentry; 10th, Tona Pendray
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It’s a Girl!

Congratulations Andy, Audrey
(BBQ Times) and Madison
Campbell on the birth of their
newest family member Miss
Evens Marie Campbell. Wee
Miss Campbell weighed in at
7.7 lbs and was 20 inches long.

Congratulations! Stuart Lopez & Katie Nelson,
That Boy Stu BBQ, on their recent nuptials.

Welcome to the Florida BBQ Assoc.
New FBA Members:
LIFE
Timothy Kirchman

We are in March but

Smokin’ off the Grid
Family
Timothy & Sherry Currie, Cape Coral, FL
Currie’s Smokin’ Hot BBQ
Brad & Michelle Hopkins
Son’s of Hamarchy
Individual:
Randy McKnight, Jacksonville, FL
Yvonne Taylor, Zephyrhills, FL
Wesley Wilson, Ocoee, FL
Dave Patterson, Frostproof, FL
Bearded Monkeys Twisted Q

It was a busy February

Smoke Bits, 2019, Contributors:
Rub Bagby (Weber collection) Dana Hillis (3), Curtis
Kelly, Mike King, Chuck Dolan, David Haskett, Angela
Iversen, Tim Giebeig, Jim Frazee, Ed Shemanski, Katie
Nelson, Amanda Podlucky, Regina Campbell, Audrey Evans Campbell (BBQ Times),

Robert Jordan, Plant City, FL

Many thanks for your contributions of photographs, recipes, funnies, good catches and articles in 2018.

Smokin’ Aces

conniebbq@bellsouth.net

Stephen Hall, Ocoee, FL
Smoke N’ Ash
Colin Stephenson, Vero Beach, FL
Smoked on the Water
Organizer:
Tim Gause, St. Augustine, FL
Jimmy Jam BBQ Slam & Car Show
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March 2019
Sunday

Sunday

Tuesday

Monday

Tuesday Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Thursday

Friday

Three Professional BBQ Cooking Schools the first weekend in March
1.

Jacks Old South Cooking School 3/1/2019 to 3/3/20019 @ JOS, Unadilla, GA

2.

Swamp Boy’s Q School 3/2/2019 to 3/3/2019 @ Citrus Center Winter Haven, FL

3.

Backyard Bro’s/Skinny’s Competition BBQ Class @ Skinny’s Merrit Island, FL

Saturday

Saturday

1

2

8

9

15

16

Details on the FBA Website

3

4

5

6

7
National Oreo
Cookie Day

10

11

12

13

14
Pi Day

17

18

19

Beware the
Ides of March

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

St.
Paddy’s
Day

24

25
26
Waffle Day Purple Day

P
Suncoast BBQ and Blue Grass Bash

Venice, FL (Airport)
Florida State Championship

31
Be sure to check with the FBA website for full details.

All sanctioned contests, with a minimum of 25 teams, are qualifiers for the World Food Championships, Jack Daniel’s Invitational and the American Royal.

* Non Sanctioned

